
Spring Beauty
(Claytonia virginiana)

Beloved early spring ephemeral.  5-8”.  Can carpet low 
woodlands and sometimes grassy fields.
CT native, found in deciduous rich woods and 
bottomlands, fields, thickets, valleys,and meadows.

In March, plants send up a few long leaves from a deep 
underground corm that has fibrous roots.  
Loose clusters of five or more 1/2” five-petaled April 
flowers, on meadering light green or red stems, are 
white or pink, often in the same population, but always 
have deep  pink candy-stripe-like veining that serve 
as nectar guides.  Five stamens with dark pink tips.  
Yellow-green spots at base of petals.  Flowers open 
sequentially over a month.  They close at night and in 
inclement weather.
2.5”x1/4” pairs of slightly fleshy, smooth slender grass-
like dark green leaves, halfway up the stems.  Single 
leaves indicate the plant hasn’t yet matured, so will not 
produce a flower.  Foliage keeps growing after flower-
ing, to 9-12”.
Round capsules hold shiny black seeds.   Stems droop, 
and seeds dispersed when mature.  Then the plant goes 
dormant around mid-May as tree canopies develop.
Large patches of plants can be formed via seed and by 
offsets on corms.  

Part sun to shade.  Prefers humusy rich moist well-
drained soils.  Can tolerate considerable drought in 
summer, while the plant is dormant, as long as mois-
ture returns in fall, needed for root growth.

Naturalize in woodlands and their edges, shade gar-
dens, and also in some shady grassy/mossy sites, like 
crocus.  Site where spreading is ok.  Large patches are 
spectacular.
Beautiful with Wild Bleeding Heart, Wild Ginger, 
Creeping Phloxes, Bloodroot, Foamflower, etc.
To fill gaps left by summer dormancy, consider planting 
shade lovers that fill in the gaps during summer/fall.
The corms, sometimes called fairy spuds, are edible. 
They taste like potatoes, but are tiny. 
  
Over 100 different species of pollinating insects have 
been observed visiting Spring Beauty.  The flowers offer 
generous offerings of nectar for the early season.
Special value to Native Bees.  Attracts medium to short 
tongued bees.  Andrena erigeni  forages almost exclu-
sively on Spring Beauty.  Other bee visitors include 
Little Carpenter Bees, Mason Bees, Cuckoo Bees, and 
Halictid bees.
Bee Flies are also a very common pollinator.     
Honeybees, wasps, and ants also visit, with ants playing 
an important role in spreading seeds.
The opening of flowers is keyed to pollinators.  Small 
flies begin flying when temperatures reach 52 degrees, 
while small native bees start flying at 55 degrees.
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